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We found that 
research we 
conducted 4 

years ago 
highlighted  the 

range of views 
partnering 

practitioners 
had about 
partnering 

remotely



We saw that those who were 
struggling may have been trying  

to apply new ways of working 
from the old paradigm.

Those embracing the affordances 
of online working found a whole 

new landscape opening up.

REMOTE = being 
physically apart

BROKERING PARTNERSHIPS 
REMOTELY = managing 

collaborative processes when 
you are not face to face



Meeting platforms Meeting software Collaboration software

Explosion of Collaboration Technology



• Relying on technology to do the heavy lifting of 
bringing partners together

• Less focus on relationship management with higher 
proficiency at online task-, calendar-, contact-
,document-, meeting- and software-management 

• The more we layer technology into our sessions the 
less easy it may be to understand context and 
participant’s circumstances.

• Possibility of competing for peoples’ attention the way 
Facebook, Twitter and Google do. 

So what does 
this all mean?



Read the room and get a sense of the group dynamics going on

Have informal time to get to know each other 

Understand a person’s context, whether they
have support needs for example

Check in and support  a participant who may be struggling

Build intimacy and a supportive environment

Facilitate peer to peer exchanges in plenary

Make eye contact

What’s more challenging to do online?



What’s possible to do online vs. face-to-face? 

Use imagery in creative ways 
to facilitate group expression

Create anonymous polls and check 
temperature of group numerous times

Co-create content using live software 
such as Google Docs

Engage in collaboration exercises 
through collaboration software

Work with much larger groups
than face to face

Ask question of the facilitator 
as they’re speaking

Answer other participant’s questions and 
provide links to resources and websites

Chat box personal messages to 
other participants

Comment on facilitator during session

Tune out of the session by tuning in to 
email and other modalities

Attend from anywhere around the world
and be able to watch recordings

Make a decision to  
turn video on or off

Script content and have notes handy

What partners can do What brokers / facilitators can do

Pre-record content such as PPT presentations 
and send to participants prior to session



. 

• Putting more intention into what it is we’re doing: is it team building, 
decision-making, exploration, trust-building we’re wanting to achieve 
from our meeting?

• Opportunity to disrupt the status quo and create ‘business unusual’ 
and more intimate environments
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The Three i’s of Successful Remote Partnering

Intentionality

• Ensuring Individuals’ needs are addressed on all levels
• Making the unheard voices heard
• Engaging hearts, minds and souls in new ways
• Making participants central rather than the content 

• Bringing humanity to technology – not being led by it
• Trying out multiple modalities and building on what works
• Having courage and doing something you may not have done before.

Inclusion

Inventiveness
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A few ideas on inventiveness



Taking a Closer Look at Online vs F2F

Use imagery in creative ways to facilitate group 
expression

Create anonymous polls and check temperature of 
group numerous times

Co-create content using live software such as Google 
Docs

Engage in collaboration exercises through 
collaboration software

Work with much larger groups than face to face

Ask question of the facilitator as they’re 
speaking

Answer other participant’s questions and 
provide links to resources and websites

Chat box personal messages to other 
participants

Comment on facilitator during session

Tune out of the session by tuning in to email and 
other modalities

Attend from anywhere around the world
snd be able to watch recordings

Make a decision to turn video on or off Script content and have notes handy

What  participants can do What facilitators can do

Pre-record content such as PPT presentations and 
send to participants prior to session



What do you see outside of your window right now? 



Pick an object near you and tell us something about yourself



Create spaces in Mural, Miro or shared collaborative 
space to get to know each other

Photo:  

Favourite quote:                    
Favourite book:

Favourite film:  

Favourite cause:  

Favourite country: 



My organisation: Name  

Number of staff: 

Number of different programmes:  

Key achievements/ Awards:

Photos of operations: 









Using Zoom Whiteboard or others





Calling time for a quiet moment or reflective space





FREE ONLINE FACILITATING HANDBOOKS & RESOURCES
• Online facilitation guide:  

http://www.leadinggroupsonline.org/ebooks/Leading%20Groups%20Online.pdf

• Online guide on using technology: http://bit.ly/quicktechguide

• Online training website- www.trainingforchange.org

• Slide templates: bit.ly/lgo-template

• PBA’s Remote Partnering Workbook: https://www.remotepartnering.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/Remote-Partnering-Work-Book_Feb-2018.pdf

CONTACT PBA ASSOCIATES
• Catherine Russ, catherine@cathruss.com

• Michelle Halse, michelle@livingcollaborations.com
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